Single neurons in the auditory midbrain are sharply tuned to preferred directions, while cortical neurons show broader tuning. (King et al, 2007) Recent experiments on cortical responses in birds revealed the emergence of spatial tuning to multiple competing sounds in the cortex. (Maddox et al, 2012) In this situation cortical neurons show broad tuning to single-location stimuli, but develop sharper spatial preference in response to a second competing noise source. We have developed a computational model to match these physiological data. The model takes binaural inputs containing sounds from two locations, and outputs cortical spike trains that emphasize one pre-defined location. In the model, sharply tuned midbrain neurons synapse onto their corresponding interneurons, which then innervate cortical neurons generating the final output. In the presence of stimulus from a pre-defined preferred location, corresponding interneurons actively suppress sources from a predefined inhibited location. The model achieves spatial tuning by performing robustly when the target and masker locations match the predefined preferred and inhibited directions. Looking across cortical neurons tuned to different target and masker combinations, the model provides a mechanism by which binaural inputs from a noisy environment can be separated into independent "streams" based on locations.
INTRODUCTION
The cocktail party phenomenon describes our ability to focus auditory attention on sound from a single source in multi-source environments. Although the processes underlying this phenomenon are manifold and range from sound localization to auditory attention directional control, recent measurements of the spatial tuning properties of zebra finch cortical neurons to multiple competing sounds are beginning to suggest underlying neural mechanisms. While single neurons in the auditory midbrain are sharply tuned to their preferred directions and cortical neurons have shown broader tuning (King et al., 2007) , certain cortical neurons show broad tuning only to single-location stimuli but develop sharper spatial preference in the presence of a second competing noise source (Maddox et al., 2012) . In this masked configuration, one or several target and masker location combinations clearly produced better performance than other combinations by the standard of cortical discrimination of natural sounds (Wang et al., 2007) . This study proposes and models a possible underlying neural mechanism for separating sound sources in cortical neurons, a presumed key step in the cocktail party phenomenon. We present a multi-neuron network model through which single neurons can tune to sounds from their preferred directions in the presence of other sounds.
METHODS

Stimuli
As in the original electro-physiology experiment, two zebra finch songs and ten maskers are used. The songs are the same used in the original experiment, and maskers are noises with song-shaped spectra. As in the experiment, stimuli were played from four locations: the far ipsi-lateral side of the recording site (-90 o ), the front (0 o ), halfway between the front and the far contra-lateral side (45 o ), and the far contra-lateral side (90 o ). Zebra finch bird songs were either played alone from one of the four locations or masked with noise from a second location. For the model input, we used ipsi-and contra-lateral waveforms delayed by an inter-aural time difference (ITD) to represent their locations. The model is made up of peripheral processing stations and a cortical level multi-neuron network. The peripheral processing station takes binaural sound waveforms and generates neural responses similar to those in the midbrain. It is a rough approximation of all peripheral processing up to the midbrain. The model has four peripheral processing stations with preferred directions matching the locations used in the physiological study. The ipsi-and contra-lateral waveforms are sent to the peripheral processing stations and filtered through a 100-Hz wide band-pass filter centered at 1000 Hz. Next, the waveforms are delayed by the preferred ITD of each station. Short-time crosscorrelations with a window length of 2 msec are performed. This produces the raw spike rate, which is large for binaural waveforms with ITDs matching the preferred ITD of the processing station, as well as segments of the waveforms where amplitudes are larger. To capture features in the sound waveforms more clearly, raw spike rates are modified using the spike rate adaptation function. Multiple types of functions were tested and yielded similar results. The adaptation function used in this paper is the sigmoid function: FIGURE 2. Representative network. The cortical neuron of interest (NI) is shaded in gray and receives excitatory inputs from other cortical neurons, while its interneuron inhibits the cortical neuron from the non-preferred direction. This network performs best when target sound originates from the front and is masked by noise from the left, as shown in both performance grids in Figure 3 . The time course of the excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSPs) and inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSPs) are shown.
The cortical level multi-neuron network is composed of a layer of cortical neurons and interneurons. Directional units are the basis of networks, which includes a cortical neuron, its interneuron, and their midbrain input. Direct excitations from midbrain inputs to their corresponding cortical neurons are indicated by the blue vertical synapses in Figure 2 . These synapses relay the spatial preference of midbrain neurons, causing each cortical neuron to respond when there stimulus is coming from the preferred direction of its input midbrain neuron. In directional units there is feed-forward inhibition through the interneuron, shown as red excitatory synapses and green intra-unit inhibitions. In a network, the spatial preference property of the cortical neuron of interest (NI) shaded in gray in Figure 2 is facilitated by all other neurons. All facilitating cortical neurons form excitatory synapses onto NI, represented by the blue horizontal synapses, causing it to have broad tuning consistent with physiological observations. To develop spatial preference in the presence of noise, the interneuron of NI sends inhibition to a facilitating cortical neuron, shown as the green inter-unit synapse. This gives the cortical neuron of interest the ability to tune down inputs from that direction when it is actively firing. NI and its inhibition target are modified for different networks to generate varying spatial preferences as observed in the experiment.
All neurons are implemented using integrate and fire models. The time course of the post-synaptic currents used for each synapse are shown in Figure 2 . Synapses onto cortical neurons have longer time constants than those onto the interneurons, while inhibitory cortical synapses have particularly long time constants. The time course of EPSC and IPSC used are in accordance with those measured from the primary auditory cortex of rats (Froemke et al., 2007) .
Assessing Performance and Spatial Tuning
Neural performance is assessed by a cortical discrimination index that calculates the level of (dis)similarities between spike trains generated by the same or different stimuli (Wang et al., 2007) . For both sets of spike trains recorded from the same neuron in response to two songs, a random spike train from each song is chosen as a template, and the remaining spike trains are assigned to the closest template. This yields a chance performance of 50%, and a perfect performance of 100%.
Spatial tuning can be visualized by a 2D grid of target and masker location combinations as shown in Figure 3 . Each block represents a unique combination of target and masker location. The selection of preferred and inhibited locations determines which block shows the best discrimination performance which is indicated by color.
RESULTS
FIGURE 3. A)
Comparison of recorded and simulated networks preferring the same song and masker location combination. In both recorded and simulated cases, the preferred site has the highest performance index in the grid. The preferred site is marked with a red box. Raster plots of recorded and simulated neural responses to song alone, masked song from the preferred site, and masked song from a random site are shown. Top and bottom raster plots in each pair are responses to song 1 and song 2, respectively. Raster plots from preferred site are cleaner looking than those from the random masked site. B) Examples of simulated networks and recorded sites with other preferred locations. The preferred direction of the model is controlled by changing the cortical connections while maintaining basis directional unit connections, as shown in the last row. In each network, the neuron of interest is shaded.
The model matches the experimental data by demonstrating broad tuning to song alone and showing predicted spatial preference when subjected to masked songs. Networks in which NI shows varying preferences to target and masker location combinations can be created by picking different preferred and inhibited locations to decide where NI is and which cortical neuron is inhibited, respectively. The NI and network perform best when the song originates from the preferred location and masker from the inhibited location. When the target and masker are from other locations, the network is less able to code for the characteristics of the songs, as shown by raster plots in Figure 3A . Each pair of raster plots shows 10 trials of responses to each song on the top and bottom. The network configuration setup that achieves this spatial preference is shown in Figure 2 . By changing the network connections, we are able to build networks capable of separating target sounds from noise at specific locations. This matches the activity of neurons recorded in the Maddox study, where each unit showed certain preferred blocks on the performance grid. Examples of such grids obtained from recordings are shown in the top row of Figure 3B , and matched by a simulated network model in the second row. The last row demonstrates the network configuration of each simulation. Note that the connections within basic directional units are constant, and changing the cortical connections leads to predictable spatial preferences.
DISCUSSION
This multi-neuron network model matches data from cortical neurons, providing a plausible explanation for the spatial preference recently measured in cortical neurons. The peripheral processing module is a simplified implementation of all peripheral processing from the ears to the midbrain, and captures less features of the song than recorded neural spike trains. Although it is an essential component of the model, it is not the component of interest. To our knowledge, there have not been recordings from the zebra finch midbrain in response to bird songs. We would be eager to use such recordings in place of the peripheral processing module.
The model proposes an explicit network that can be tested experimentally, and may be used to better understand the cocktail party phenomenon. It's possible that network units are the target of up-stream spatial attention control, being activated or suppressed depending on which direction a subject is attending to. We are interested in using the model to understand these functions. It can also explain how target sounds are segregated from background noise into spatial streams, and may potentially be incorporated into algorithms in hearing assistive devices.
